An exchange ring R is separative provided that for all finitely generated projective right R-modules A and B, A ⊕ A ∼ = A ⊕ B ∼ = B ⊕ B =⇒ A ∼ = B. Let R be a separative exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a − a 3 ∈ R be regular. We prove, in this note, that a ∈ R is unit-regular if R(1 − a 2 )R = Rr(a) = ℓ(a). An element a in a ring R is special clean if there exists an idempotent e ∈ R such that a − e ∈ R is a unit and aR eR = 0. Furthermore, we prove that a ∈ R is special clean if aR/ar(a 2 ), R/ aR + r(a) are projective, and R(a − a 3 )R = Rar(a 2 ) = ℓ(a 2 )aR. These also extend the corresponding results in separative regular rings.
Introduction
Let R be a ring with an identity. An element a ∈ R is (unit) regular if there exists some (unit) x ∈ R such that a = axa. A ring R is (unit) regular if and only if every element in R is (unit) regular. As is well known, a ring R is unit-regular if and only if every element in R is the product of an idempotent and a unit, and that a regular ring is unit-regular if and only if it has stable range one, i.e., A ⊕ B ∼ = A ⊕ C =⇒ B ∼ = C for all finitely generated projective right R-modules A, B and C. Following the terminology used in [1] , we say that a ∈ R is special clean if there exists an idempotent e ∈ R such that a − e ∈ R is a unit and aR eR = 0. Camillo and Khurana Theorem stated that a ring R is unit-regular if and only if every element in R is special clean [7, Theorem 1] .
A ring R is an exchange ring if for any a ∈ R there exists an idempotent e ∈ aR such that 1 − e ∈ (1 − a)R. The class of exchange rings is very large. It includes all regular rings, all π-regular rings, all strongly π-regular rings, all semiperfect rings, all left or right continuous rings, all clean rings, all unit C * -algebras of real rank zero and all right semiartinian rings, etc. A separative ring is one whose finitely generated projective modules satisfy the property A ⊕ A ∼ = A ⊕ B ∼ = B ⊕ B =⇒ A ∼ = B [3] . For instances, every weakly stable exchange ring (including every exchange ring having stable range one) and exchange ring satisfying generalized s-comparability [6] . Recently, O'Meara proved that the condition Rr(a) = ℓ(a)R = R(1 − a)R characterizes elements a of a regular ring R that are products of idempotents in precisely the separative regular rings. In fact, one of the most important open problems in regular rings is that if every regular ring is separative [8] .
The purpose of this note is to explore when a regular element in separative exchange rings is unit-regular. Let R be a separative exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a−a 3 ∈ R be regular. We prove, in Section 2, that a ∈ R is unit-regular if R(1 − a 2 )R = Rr(a) = ℓ(a). In Section 3, we further prove that a ∈ R is special clean if aR/ar(a 2 ), R/ aR + r(a) are projective, and R(a − a 3 )R = Rar(a 2 ) = ℓ(a 2 )aR. These also extend [5 Throughout, all rings are associative with an identity and all modules are right modules. For any right modules A and B, A ⊕ B means that A is isomorphic to a direct summand of B. We use A ∝ B to stand for A ⊕ mB for some m ∈ N. We denote the left (right) annihilator of a in a ring R by ℓ(a)(r(a)).
Unit-regular Elements
We start by a several lemmas which will be used in the proofs of the main results. (1) R is separative.
(2) For all finitely generated projective right R-modules A, B and C, C ⊕ A ∼ = C ⊕ B with
Lemma 2.2. Let R be an exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a − a 3 ∈ R be regular. Then
As 2 ∈ R is invertible, we get
Hence, b = byb, where y =
Thus, c = czc, where z = One easily checks that
Since R is an exchange ring, so is end R hR . Thus, we can find some
It is easy to verify that
It follows that r(a) ⊕ D ∼ = R/aR ⊕ aD, and therefore (a − a 3 )R ⊕ r(a) ∼ = (a − a 3 )R ⊕ R/aR. ✷ Theorem 2.3. Let R be a separative exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a−a 3 ∈ R be regular. If
2 )r = (a−a 3 )r for any r ∈ R. Clearly, ϕ is an R-epimorphism. As a−a 3 ∈ R is regular, (a − a 3 )R is projective. Thus, ϕ splits. So we can find a right R-module D such
From Rr(a) = R(1−a 2 )R, we get (1−a 2 )R ⊆ Rr(a). Thus we can find some
Then one easily checks that
That is, 1 − a 2 ∈ R is regular. So we may assume that each
2 )r. This shows that ϕ is a right R-epimorphism. As (1 − a 2 )R is projective, ϕ splits. We conclude that (1 − a 2 )R ∝ r(a). Write aR = gR for an idempotent g ∈ R. Then R/aR ∼ = (1 − g)R. Write (1 − a 2 )R = eR for an idempotent e ∈ R. Then e ∈ ReR = ℓ(a)R. Thus, there are x 1 , · · · , x n ∈ ℓ(a) and
Construct an R-morphism ψ : f (nR) → eR, f x → cx for any x ∈ nR. Then ψ is epimorphism. Since eR is projective, we get eR
Obviously, r(a), R/aR are both finitely generated projective right R-modules, and then we get r(a) ∼ = R/aR by Lemma 2.1. Therefore a ∈ R is unit-regular, as asserted. ✷ Lemma 2.4. Let R be a separative exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a−a 3 ∈ R be regular. If (a − a 3 )R ∝ r(a), R/aR, then a ∈ R is unit-regular.
Proof. Suppose that (a − a 3 )R ∝ r(a), R/aR. By virtue of Lemma 2.2, r(a) ⊕ (a − a 3 )R ∼ = R/aR ⊕ (a − a 3 )R, where r(a), R/aR and (a − a 3 ) are all finitely generated projective right R-modules. It follows by Lemma 2.1 that r(a) ∼ = R/aR, and therefore a ∈ R is unit-regular. ✷ Theorem 2.5. Let R be a separative exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a−a 3 ∈ R be regular. If R(1 − a 2 )R RaR = Rr(a) ℓ(a)R RaR, then a ∈ R is unit-regular.
Proof. Suppose that R(1 − a 2 )R RaR = Rr(a) ℓ(a)R RaR. Then we get
and so (a − a 3 )R ⊆ Rr(a). As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, (1 − a 2 )aR ∝ r(a). Likewise, we have (1 − a 2 )aR ∝ R/aR. This completes the proof by Lemma 2.4. ✷
As an immediate consequence, we derive Corollary 2.6. Let R be a separative exchange ring in which 2 is invertible. If R(1−a 2 )R = Rr(a) ℓ(a)R, then a ∈ R is unit-regular. Remark 2.7. Let R be a separative regular ring. O'Meara Theorem proved that R(1 − a)R = Rr(a) = ℓ(a)R implies that a ∈ R is a product of idempotents [8, Theorem 4.1]. We ask a question: if 2 is invertible in R, whether R(1−a 2 )R = Rr(a) = ℓ(a)R or R(1−a 2 )R = Rr(a) ℓ(a)R imply a ∈ R is a product of idempotents?
Special Clean Elements
One easily checks that every special clean element is unit-regular. But the converse is not true. The aim of this section is to explore conditions on a separative exchange ring that 2 is invertible under which a regular element is special clean. . Then a − e ∈ U (R). Furthermore, we check that
Therefore aR eR = 0, which completes the proof. ✷ Lemma 3.3. Let R be an exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a − a 3 ∈ R be regular. If aR/ar(a 2 ) and R/ aR + r(a) are projective, then
Proof. Let b = 1 − a and c = 1 + a. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, there are x, y, z ∈ R such that a = axa, b = byb and c = czc. Furthermore, we can find some C ⊆ r(c),
is projective, the exact sequence 0 → ar(a 2 ) ֒→ aR → aR/ar(a 2 ) → 0 splits, and then there is a right R-module Z such that aR = ar(a 2 ) ⊕ Z. As a ∈ R is regular, we see that aR is projective. Hence, ar(a 2 ) is projective, and then so is R/ aR + r(a) . We infer that 0 → aR + r(a) ֒→ R → R/ aR + r(a) → 0 splits. Thus, there exists a right R-module Y such that R = aR + r(a) ⊕ Y , whence aR + r(a) is projective. Write R = aR ⊕ E. Then
i.e., aR ⊆ ⊕ aR + r(a). By virtue of Lemma 3.1, we have a right R-module X ⊆ r(a) such that aR + r(a) = aR ⊕ X. This implies that r(a) = r(a) aR ⊕ X = K ⊕ X, where K := r(a) aR = ar(a 2 ). Therefore
Clearly, C = aC, and then
as asserted. ✷ Theorem 3.4. Let R be a separative exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a−a 3 ∈ R be regular. If
(1) aR/ar(a 2 ) and R/ aR + r(a) are projective;
. Thus we can find some
regular, we may assume that each
Analogously to the proof of Theorem 2.3, ϕ is a right R-epimorphism, and therefore a(1 − a 2 )R ∝ ar(a 2 ). Write aR + r(a) = gR for an idempotent g ∈ R. Then R/ aR + r(a) ∼ = (1 − g)R.
Write (a − a 3 )R = eR. Then e ∈ ReR = ℓ(a 2 )aR. Then we have x 1 , · · · , x n ∈ ℓ(a 2 )a and
x i r i . Write x i = s i a for some s i ∈ ℓ(a 2 ). Then s i a 2 = 0.
Write g = ar + b, where r ∈ R, b ∈ r(a). Then x i g = s i a(ar + b) = s i a 2 r = 0. We infer that
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we get an R-epimorphism ψ :
By virtue of Lemma 2.1, ar(a 2 ) ∼ = R/ r(a) + aR . This completes the proof, in terms of Lemma 3.2. ✷ Corollary 3.5. Let R be a separative regular ring in which 2 is invertible. Then each a ∈ R satisfying Rar(a 2 ) = ℓ(a 2 )aR = R(a − a 3 )R is special clean.
Proof. Since R is regular, aR, r(a), aR + r(a) and K = ar(a 2 ) = aR r(a) are direct summands of R R . By virtue of Lemma 3.2, we have some X ⊆ r(a) such that aR + r(a) = aR ⊕ X. Furthermore, there exist Y and Z such that R = aR ⊕ X ⊕ Y and aR = K ⊕ Z. 
Therefore a ∈ R is special clean, in terms of Corollary 3.5.
Theorem 3.7. Let R be a separative exchange ring in which 2 is invertible, and let a−a 3 ∈ R be regular. If It follows that (1 − a 2 )R ⊕ ar(a 2 ) ∼ = (1 − a 2 )R ⊕ R/(aR + r(a)).
As is the proof of Theorem 3.4, we claim that (1 − a 2 )R ∝ ar(a 2 ), R/(aR + r(a)). Since R is separative exchange ring, we get ar(a 2 ) ∼ = R/(aR + r(a)). According to Lemma 3.2, a ∈ R is special clean. ✷ Corollary 3.8. Let R be a separative regular ring in which 2 is invertible. Then each a ∈ R satisfying Rar(a 2 ) = ℓ(a 2 )aR = R(1 − a 2 )R is special clean.
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 3.5, we prove that aR/ar(a 2 ) and R/ aR + r(a) are projective. Therefore the result follows by Theorem 3.7.
✷
